
PAMPERING 333 

Chapter 333: Hate him for a lifetime (1) 

Mo shenbai was wearing a black haute-couture suit. Although he did not wear a tie, the button was 

buttoned all the way up to the top, and he exuded a strong sense of abstinence. 

He walked straight towards Xu Youyou and wrapped his long arm around her shoulder, protecting her 

under his wings like a protector. His dark eyes met Gu xiuci’s, cold and distant. 

Gu xiuci had heard Jiang yanshen mention mo Cheng before. He had a stubborn personality, never 

opened his heart to others, and was extremely dangerous. 

If he wanted to commit a crime, it would give the police a huge headache. 

 President mo, you’ve misunderstood. I’m just here to chat with Mrs. Mo.  After all, he didn’t have any 

substantial evidence. He couldn’t be sure that Xu Youyou had known about it in advance, or that the 

whole situation was set up by Xu Youyou. 

Mo shenbai’s silhouette was surrounded by a chill as he said in a deep voice, ”  officer Gu, if there’s 

nothing else, I’d like to bring my wife back.  

Gu xiuci nodded.  of course you can.  

He made a gesture of “go ahead.” 

Mo shenbai held Xu Youyou’s body and walked to the side of the road. 

Gu xiuci looked at his tall and straight back and a sly look flashed across his eyes. He suddenly called out 

to him, ” President mo ...  

Mo shenbai stopped in his tracks and turned back to look at him without saying a word. 

Gu xiuci’s lips curled into a slight smile as he spoke unhurriedly, ” my wife asked me to tell you that it’s 

important to check on your patients on time.  

Mo shenbai furrowed his brows. Before he could ask what he meant, the man’s deep voice rang in his 

ear again. 

 I forgot to introduce myself. I’m gu xiuci. My wife’s surname is Shen, Shen Zhiwei.  

The smile at the corner of his mouth grew. 

Mo shenbai’s eyes darkened. 

Xu Youyou looked at him and Gu xiuci curiously. 

*** 

After getting in the car, mo shenbai let go of Xu Youyou’s shoulder and squeezed out the word ” drive ” 

without saying anything else. 

Xu Youyou lowered her head, her mind filled with thoughts about what Gu xiuci meant by a follow-up. 



Who was Shen Zhiwei? was she a doctor? 

What kind of illness did Great White have? 

Cangming took the city highway and soon arrived at the cangyue house. However, he was stopped 

before he could drive in. 

Fu Anbang, Fu Dongsheng, and even Bai Ying had come. 

The person who stopped the front of the car was Fu Anbang. Compared to the last time they met, his 

hair was white, he looked Haggard, and he had visibly lost a lot of weight. 

Fu Dongsheng and Bai Ying had been forced by Fu Anbang to come over. Otherwise, they would not 

have wanted to see mo shenbai. 

After all, their identities were awkward. 

Fu Anbang walked to the back and knocked on the car window. His aged voice was filled with pleading, ” 

President mo, can you give us 10 minutes, just 10 minutes!!  

Mo shenbai didn’t seem to hear what he said, and his face was cold as he said, ” “Drive.” 

Seeing the car slowly start moving, Fu Anbang quickly called out, ” Fu Dongsheng ...  

Fu Dongsheng quickly pulled Bai Ying in front of the car. 

Cang Ming was forced to step on the brakes again. 

Impatience flashed across mo shenbai’s cold eyes.  get the bodyguards to drive them away.  

Cang Ming nodded and picked up his phone to call the bodyguard in the car behind. 

Soon, a few men in suits got out of the car and approached them step by step. 

“White cherry blossom!” Fu Anbang placed his last hope on Bai Ying. Who asked her to be mo shenbai’s 

biological mother? 

Bai Ying really didn’t want to face mo shenbai, but the mo corporation’s suppression of the ansheng 

group had intensified these few days. If mo shenbai didn’t stop, the ansheng group would not be able to 

survive the next month and would declare bankruptcy. 

She would also lose her current status, money, and status. 

Bai Ying braced herself and walked over. She took a deep breath and mustered up her courage.”Moshen 

Bai, we only need ten minutes.” 

His calm voice no longer had the usual arrogance and hatred. It even had a bit of humbleness. 

Mo shenbai turned his head and looked at the old face through the window. His deep eyes under his 

thick eyelashes seemed to be thinking about something. 

When Bai Ying saw that there was no response from the car, a hint of uneasiness flashed in her eyes. 

She softened her posture and called out, ” Shen Bai ...  



Mo shenbai’s face was calm and emotionless, as if he had not heard anything. 

Xu Youyou tilted her head to look at him with curiosity in her eyes. She could sense that Great White’s 

emotions had changed. 

Even though it was only a slight change. 

When the bodyguards were about to make a move on them, mo shenbai’s tightly pursed lips loosened 

and he said calmly, ” “Bring them in,” 

…… 

In the villa. 

Xu Youyou sat on the sofa while mo shenbai took off his suit and unbuttoned the top button of his blue 

shirt, revealing his sexy Adam’s apple and his protruding collarbones ... 

Fu Anbang and Fu Dongsheng stood in front of him with their backs bent, their expressions attentive and 

fawning. 

 President mo, I really didn’t know that the girl had the guts to kidnap Mrs. Mo.  At the mention of Fu 

ning, Fu Anbang’s heart was filled with resentment.  I’ve been negligent in this matter. I’d like to 

solemnly apologize to you and Mrs. Mo. Now that Fu ning has been arrested, can you be magnanimous 

and let an Sheng off? ” 

“Yup!” Fu Dongsheng chimed in, ” that girl deserves it, but we’re innocent. So many employees in the 

company are even more innocent. If an Sheng goes bankrupt, they’ll all be unemployed.  

Bai Ying lowered her eyes and did not look at him. She also did not say anything. 

Mo shenbai sat on the sofa with his long legs crossed. He lifted his chin slightly and his eyes were cold. 

He swept his gaze across their faces and landed on Bai Ying. 

Fu Dongsheng seemed to have understood something. He elbowed Bai Ying and said in a low voice, ” 

“Speak.” 

Bai Ying raised her head and met his deep eyes. She couldn’t lower her head and beg him no matter 

what. 

However, she could not resist the pressure from Fu Anbang and Fu Dongsheng’s eyes. She forced herself 

to say, ” she sneaked out on her own. We really don’t know anything.  

Fu Anbang quickly chimed in, ” President mo, we really didn’t know that she was so bold. We didn’t 

know that she would do something like this!  If she breaks the law, she’ll be punished by the law. I 

promise I’ll make an announcement to sever all ties with her when I get back!” 

In other words, they wouldn’t hire a lawyer for Fu ning and would directly break off their relationship as 

long as mo shenbai was willing to be magnanimous. 

Xu Youyou looked at their faces and felt that they were extremely ugly and disgusting. 

Perhaps Fu ning had seen through their nature, which was why he had chosen to fight to the death! 



Mo shenbai still did not say anything. Instead, he looked at Bai Ying and said in a cold voice, ” are you 

here to beg me as Mrs. Fu today? ” 

Bai Ying really wanted to deny that she was here to beg him, but when faced with Fu Anbang and her 

husband’s gazes, she swallowed the words that were at the tip of her tongue and mumbled a low ” mm.  

A hint of mockery appeared in mo shenbai’s dark eyes, but it was very faint and disappeared in a flash. 

She had hated him for her entire life and wished she could kill his mother. Now, she had to lower herself 

and beg him for the sake of a few scumbags ... 

Fu Dongsheng kept winking at Bai Ying. 

She was mo shenbai’s biological mother. As long as she was willing to let go of her past grudges and beg 

mo shenbai, he would definitely let them off. 

“What if my condition is for President Fu to get a divorce?” 

 


